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-small cast, smaller crew, no audience in the house, ’80’s theme

The look
The Theater TD and I, as well as many others, had long conversations.
If we live-switch between multiple cameras, it’ll feel like television and it’s a lot to
get someone up to speed calling shots and switching proﬁciently, and then what if
that person goes out on quarantine?
If we shoot iso from all three cameras and bring it together as an edit in post, it
feels like making a movie. Deeply enjoyable activity, but very time-consuming and
robs performers and audience of a live experience.

The look
My friend and colleague suggested a brilliant solution:
show multiple cameras on screen at once and let the viewer decide where they
want to look.
This is a little like a Mike Figgis ﬁlm, Timecode.
I mocked it up in OBS and the director liked it.

The stream
go.carleton.edu/carletonlive
is a referrer page that points to our IBM Watson/UStream channel.
The stream originated in OBS running on a 21.5” iMac.
This is the iMac19,2 (debuted March 19, 2019):
macOS 10.15.x Catalina
16 GB of RAM
4 GB VRAM
8th-gen. (Coffee Lake) 6-core 3 GHz Intel processor
256 GB SSD, 165 GB free, as of immediately before the run of the show
Ethernet tested at 460 mbps download / 660 mbps upload speed

The rest of the gear
camera 1 (wide shot)
HDMI out of Canon XA10 into Elgato CamLink 4K encoder, then to computer via
USB
camera 2 (positioned house right)
HDMI out of Panasonic AG-AC90 into Magewell USB Capture HDMI encoder, then
to computer via USB 3
camera 3 (positioned house left)
HDMI out of Panasonic AG-AC90 into BlackMagic Intensity Shuttle, then to
computer via USB 3

The rest of the gear
Camera 2 and 3 positions were limited by 25’ HDMI cable run.
Theatrical lighting designers light for the unaided eye. There would be no unaided
eyes in the audience of this production; people would watch by streaming only.
How to offer the LD video scopes? None of the cameras had this feature built in.
Initially I thought I’d use the video passthrough of the Blackmagic Intensity Shuttle
(discontinued Jan. 2021) to connect one camera at a time to a a Sony pro monitor
with built-in scope.
The LD connected the Sony monitor to the iMac as a secondary display, allowing
them to see the composited image and light accordingly.

A tweak
This monitor also allowed me to see the milky black of each camera’s black
standing out against the true black background of no-luma pixels.
I don’t like applying ﬁlters to a livestream or QLab cue list for the same reason:
sometimes a machine needs all the processing power it can get, and ﬁlters take
additional processing power.
But this was important and, I hoped, would exact only a minor tax on processor. I
reduced brightness 5% and gave the system another test drive. It passed.

No source clock?
None of the three cameras or
free-running hardware encoders
keeps the others in sync.
I was concerned about this.
I did a test.
I streamed a shot on all three cameras of a RotoLight
Neo LED light on “lightning” mode for three hours.
This is the last two minutes of that stream. (The light
in this video makes a strobe effect that could be
harmful for some viewers.)

Audience statistics from IBM Watson Media/UStream
603 unique devices or browsers
theater capacity: 175
akin to having 3.4 full houses of people attend some part of the show
37% mobile devices
1423 views
2.4 mean views per unique device or browser
(I take this to mean, on average, everyone hit refresh once and some people twice.)
537 total hours watched
53 minutes watched per unique device or browser
150 unique devices or browsers streamed 90% or more of the show’s duration
IBM doesn’t provide IP addresses or names or Internet Service Providers, only city, state,
country, and a 20-digit ID generated for each unique browser or device.

Audience statistics by performance

Friday 7:30pm CT

Saturday 7:30pm CT

concurrent views by minute starting 1.5 hours before scheduled showtime

Sunday 2:00pm CT

Audience statistics by performance
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

show duration (minutes)

128

127

130

unique devices or browsers
from how many places
total hours watched

329
78
294

211
75
239

147
63
179

minutes per unique device or browser

53

68

73

devices or browsers from Northﬁeld
devices or browsers from outside Northﬁeld

36%
64%

25%
75%

28%
72%

mean pct of show watched from Northﬁeld
mean pct of show watched from outside Northﬁeld

51%
37%

58%
53%

51%
58%

Audience statistics by performance

Audience statistics by geography:
unique devices or browsers

171 from
Northﬁeld...

...89 from outside
Northﬁeld but within
a 1.5 hour drive...

…and 317
from outside
that radius.

Where did people tune in from?

Where did people tune in from?
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Next iterations
IBM Watson does automatically
continue recording after three
hours, but it is not at all seamless.
It’s really good to start the stream
extra early but, with a 128-minute
show, it would be easy to arrange
the stream to start only 25 minutes
early, say, so the whole stream
archive wouldn’t cross the
three-hour mark, except in the case
of extreme show malfunction.
photo: Julian White-Davis

Next iterations
Each of the Panasonics--set on manual focus--defocused at different times.
Nobody bumped the camera and it “ﬁxed” itself. Perhaps Banquo, Thane of
Lochaber popped in from another Shakespeare play.
I ordered a decimator DMON-Quad and three HDMI-to-SDI converters. They arrived
in that period of heightened superstition before opening night when, if you make a
change that doesn’t work, you can’t afford it to go wrong.
I tested it the day after the closing performance...

Next iterations
...and it worked perfectly.
The Decimator oﬄoads the work of compositing the three images to a piece of
hardware devoted to the problem and lets OBS concentrate on sending a single
channel of video and a left+right audio mix to the streaming service.
Converting camera HDMI to SDI for the DMON-Quad comes with the happy side
effect of allowing longer cable runs over SDI.
I have in mind to build a go kit/ﬂight pack that can be used throughout the arts at
Carleton so people bring up to four of whatever cameras they can ﬁnd, plus their
own laptop with OBS installed, and connect to the kit.

Still no source clock
Same test as before, now with a
Decimator DMON-Quad instead of
OBS compositing the three moving
images into one video frame.

replace this video

I streamed a shot on all three cameras of a
RotoLight Neo (LED light) on “lightning” mode
again for two hours. This is the last two
minutes.

test using
Decimator
as
compositor

Questions?

pbernhardt@carleton.edu
play credits
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